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Abstract 
As the subsidiary part of coal mine company, worker village plays a significant role in the development of coalmine. Nowadays, 
with the depletion of mineral resources and the transition of coal economy, worker village is faceing a development dilemma. 
Through the analysis on its development history and current dilemma, we find out the factors of restricting the sustainable 
development of coal worker villages. Furthermore, we point out its reform strategy through the aspects of harmonious 
development of “urban-rural-coalmine” as well as viewpoint of human-oriented and community reconstruction. 
Keywords: coal worker village, sustainable development, “urban-rural-coalmine” system 
Coal worker village refers to the housing agglomeration of the coalmine company, which is generally planed, 
constructed and managed by the companies in a unified way. Relying on its own resource advantages, the worker 
village is closely related to the local resource reserves, the industrial structure and the company development 
situations, which plays an important role in solving the problem of workers’ dwellings. With the depletion of mining 
resources and the transform of coalmine economy, worker villages are gradually declining and facing rigorous social 
challenges. [1]  
For a long time, coal worker village exists as a subsidiary part of coalmine company, being one part of 
“companies burdened with social responsibilities”. The dwelling problem of coal workers is always silenced by 
other mining problems, especially the problem of production safety. Dwelling problem was generally regarded as a 
composition element of coalmine system in early studies on the issue of the sustainable development of mining 
industry. [2][3][4] In current study, a major part of the scholars attach importance to the problem of workers’ dwellings; 
[5][6][7][8] however,  there are still some scholars omit it from the field of research[9], the reason for this is that 
coalmine companies are no longer responsible for solving the workers’ dwelling problem . Yet from the systematic 
view point, the issue of dwelling is the fundamental problem of the human society development. Investigating the 
sustainable development of mining area should never be separated from researching the issue of population and 
dwelling of the mining area and the surrounding area.  
Taking Xuzhou mining area as an example, this paper discusses the development history, current situations and 
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development dilemma of coal worker village from the perspectives of sustainable development, pointing out the 
restrictive factors of the sustainable development of the worker village; Also through the aspect of “urban-rural-
coalmine” harmonious development, discussing the solution of the worker village’s problems. 
1. Development history of coal worker village 
The construction of coal worker village in our country originated from the middle and late of the 19th century. 
Many worker villages with coal workers as the main residents came into existence in the areas with abundant 
mineral resources. Some of these worker villages now have developed into mining cities or towns, such as 
Tangshang [10], Zaozhuang [11] and Huainan [12]etc; some of them have been close to decline. 
In 1950s-1960s, under the assistance of Soviet Union experts, a group of state-operated large-scale collieries 
were built. The planning principle, design principle, construction system and management system of worker village 
were gradually formed. In planning principles, it stresses that worker village should be built near the mine, keeping 
a certain hygiene distance (about 2-kilometer) to the mine area, not being on coal layer or other beneficial mineral 
substance. [13][14] In design principle, it is believed that the mining is considered to be the limited service life, thus 
coal worker residence should be temporary construction of single-storey house instead of storied building which is 
of high cost and long service life; relatively low standard should be considered for the area. [15][16] The construction 
of residence should consider the production characteristics of the coal workers. [17] The living support facilities in 
the worker village should be considered with the regular hours of the workers, adopting relatively low standard. [18] 
Most of the coal worker villages in our country emerged in the period of the foundation of our country; the 
construction idea in this period had far-reaching impacts. 
In 1970s, the construction of coal worker village entered a very unstable development phase for the influence of 
political concerns. The idea of “Production First, Life Later” directly impacted on the improvement of the 
construction quality of the worker village, which led to the production construction seriously out of line with the life 
construction. The residential area was separated, relatively small in scale, difficult for public welfare supporting 
facilities. The “dry brick building” housing construction mode originated from Daqing Oil Field [19] tremendously 
influenced the construction of coal worker village. 
In1980s-1990s, the requirement that “mine residential area far away from main urban area shall be provided with 
enough public and service facilities accordingly” was put forward.[20][21 In the middle of 1980s, 4-6 storey residential 
buildings took the place of single-storey houses and became the main form of worker village. It was gradually aware 
that the planning mode of residential area along with the mines brought about inconvenience to the dwellers and 
their lives.  
Since the end of 1990s, some of the collieries have entered exhaustion phase successively, worker village has 
been shrinking gradually, many worker villages turn to be the shanty areas. Living environment worsened, 
environment pollution has been quite serious. Depletion of resources makes it necessary for mining companies to 
transform; as one part of companies burdened with social responsibilities, housing construction and management are 
gradually peeled off from coalmine construction.  
2. Development dilemma of coal worker village 
As a subsidiary part of the coalmine company, coal worker village was set with a limited life at the very 
beginning of the construction. However, we can learn from the research that although some collieries have gone 
bankrupt, some dwellers still live in the worker villages.Through the study of the dwellers, the housing quality, and 
the living environment of the worker village, it can be believed that coal worker village has been in a development 
dilemma. 
2.1.  Dwellers 
Dwellers of the village are mostly coalmine employees and their families, with a large amount of laid-off workers 
and unemployed workers, aged people, handicaped people who were injured in production, and less of young or 
high-educated people (Fig. 1). Many dwellers are lack of economic support, wandering at the edge of the minimum 
living standard security, being suspended and idling at home for a long time, worker village is thus joked as 
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“holiday village”. With the transform of the company, a great number of the workers and their families left the 
worker village, which led to the reduction of the number of the population and the discard of the public facilities. 
Thus, the worker village lost its original vitality. 
2.2.  Housing quality 
The main condition of the worker village is its deteriorated housing quality, decayed construction and the 
degenerated function. Influenced by the policy of “Production First, Life Later”, the standard for the houseing was 
not high; besides, the buildings in the worker village have not been well maintained for long time for lack of fund 
and effective management measures; it gradually decays and gets ruined. The dwellers are unable to imporve their 
own housing conditions, what they can do is just continue to live in such houses of deteriorated conditions. In 
Dahuangshan coal worker village in Xuzhou, wall face peeling-off and cracks occur to quite a number of multi-
storey residence buildings; the foundation of the floor storey is obviously effected with damp. The building is made 
totally out of order for that the dwellers added heating and drainage facilities, modified internal structure or built 
outwards, affecting the view and the environment of the whole residential area (Fig. 2(a)). 
 
 
Fig. 1. Age structure in coal worker village in Xuzhou (Pangzhuang and Dahuangshan) Data sources: Yuan,Y, 2009 
 
Fig. 2. (a) Housing Satisfaction in coal worker village in Xuzhou; (b) Facilities Satisfaction in coal worker village in Xuzhou Data sources: Yuan, 
Y, 2009 
2.3.  Environment of the residential area 
The internal road design of most coal worker villages is unreasonable for lack of scientific and reasonable 
planning at the very beginning of the construction, result in lack of necessary activity space and supporting facilities; 
many pipes have not been repaired for many years and thus inconvenient to use; sewage disposal is in chaos and 
lack of garbage collecting system etc, all of which contribute to a bad environment quality of the worker village. 
(Fig. 2(b)). For being vacant for a long time and lack of protection, residence buildings and public buildings of 
historical characteristics which were left from the beginning of construction have been decayed as well as damaged 
for unreasonable utilization. While some new buildings are imcompatible with traditional environment in 
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dimensions, layout, and form. The general style and features of  the worker village are seriously threatened.   
The heavy pollution of coalmine production also seriously impacts on the environment quality of the worker 
village, such pollution is demonstrated mainly by under-well waste water pollution, coal dust, smoke, dust pollution, 
gangue pollution and the production pollution of the subsidiary companies of coalmine etc. Besides, many pieces of 
good farmland around the coal worker village become into caved-in land for the effect of coal mining sedimentation. 
The environmental conditions of worker village are still far from being satisfactory. 
3. Restriction factors for the development of coalmine worker village 
Undoubtedly, most of the coal worker villages are currently in a development dilemma. From the viewpoint of 
systematic development, we can see the attributes of worker village such as temporariness, coloniality, dispersity, 
dependence and closeness etc, such attributes are undoubtedly the main factors restricting the development of 
worker village.  
3.1. Temporariness  
Being temporary has been obvious at the beginning of coal worker village construction. Coal mining and the 
processing have been thought highly of by the state since the establishment of the nation; however, the issue of coal 
city and town construction arising along with the former was regarded as “non-production” construction project, not 
noticed as it should be. The construction idea of temporariness goes against the principle of sustainable 
development, which cannot well meet the basic demands of people. 
3.2.  Coloniality 
Coal worker village is not local settlement for natural production; it comes into being along with coalmine 
companies; it’s immigrated. As the short form of rural settlement, village is a “space unit composed of the farming 
people who live, inhabit, and reproduce at a fixed region of clear boundary”. Worker village is different from that of 
general meaning, “just the same as the company itself, it is certain immigrated matter at the very beginning, it is 
artificially settled in the current environment as its dwellers who are immigrated instead of being local labors”. The 
coloniality feature of coal worker village forms the difficult-to-coordinate contradiction between “mining-industry – 
worker-village – industry -practitioner” system and the original local “agriculture – rural – farmer” system.  
3.3. Dispersity 
Worker village is constructed along with the distribution of mining area; it’s of obvious characteristic of 
dispersity. For example, Pangzhuang coal worker village in Xuzhou totally has 5,229 households separated in 9 
communities; the smallest one has just 209 households. Some village has no more than 1,000 people, separated just 
by several thousand meters, which are of small scale and scattered. For the scattered layout, the public facilities in 
the village are of low level and constructed repetitively, all of which make it hard for providing with complete 
facilities. Besides, commercial service, medical service, and educational conditions are also bad. Difficulties in such 
as shopping, medical service, children educations are practical to the dwellers. Worker village is of single function, 
single economic structure and population structure, gender imbalance, hard employment, hard for finding a future 
spouse.  
3.4.  Dependence 
Worker village is the product of “unit system” construction, having clear dependence relationship with company. 
The worker village is a subsidiary part of the coalmine company, family is a subsidiary part of the worker 
village ,and worker is a subsidiary part of the working unit. Unit system community is a type of “completeness 
organization” in our country, formed the system of “protection-restriction”, making the life style of people totally 
the same; personalities are distorted for dependence; social creativeness suffocated. The society turn to be lack of 
vitality and people lose their own independence and volition. The strong dependence relationship between people 
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and the unit, the unit and the resources decides the characteristic of unsustainability of the development of worker 
village. 
3.5. Closeness 
For the influence of dual systems of being urban and rural, colliers and their worker villages exist independent of 
the rural area around it, closing themselves through tangible and intangible fences, tangible fences include fencing 
walls, gate and security guards etc; intangible fences include household registration system and worker recruitment 
system etc, which confine the mining area into a closed small society, being big while complete or small while 
complete, with repetitive constructions, making the company burdened with social responsibilities. The idea of 
closed construction regards the mining area, rural area, cities, and towns as small systems that are independent to 
each other, closed to each other, even antagonistic to each other. No harmonious development and coexistence can 
be found.   
4. Path Selection for the sustainable development of coalmine worker village 
The development of coal worker village now has been in a stagnate situation, some worker villages have become 
into shanty areas for that the house quality has been decayed. Take Xuzhou Mining Group as an example, now the 
group has a shanty area of 583000㎡,all of which was built in 1950s-1960s with bad living condition. Now the 
group plans to remove the total 29 shanty areas within two years, to construct 4 relatively centered large-scale 
residential areas and 35 center communities for realizing the target that each employee family has one suite. 
Common methods used for shanty area reconstruction of coal worker village of our country include moving, 
combination, and reconstruction etc, with moving and repairing the house as the purpose. The key point of coal 
worker village reconstruction is not the restructuring of space and environment; instead, we shall view from the 
aspect of harmonious development of “urban-rural-coalmine” system, thus to explore the road for the sustainable 
development of coal worker village through community restructuring.  
4.1.  Harmonious development of “urban-rural-coalmine” system 
Coalmine and coal worker village shall be melt in the development network of local rural and urban area, change 
self-closed system into an open one through reforming household registration system, zoned administration system 
and employment system, thus to break through the artificial segregation between worker village, rural area, cities 
and towns, and to realize harmonious development. Coal worker village shall be the accelerant of urban and rural 
harmonious development, vigorously plays its multi-roles, thus to improve the development and prosperity of the 
surrounding rural area, the cities and towns with its strong radiation force and cohesion force to urban society, 
economy, and culture etc.  
4.2. Attending to community reconstruction  
Reconstruction of worker village intangibly destroys the original naturally formed community system. After 
moving to new houses, the traditional residence culture circle is broken through, while new residence culture 
environment and culture atmosphere are hard to be established in a short time, which then brings about imbalance of 
cultural psychology, community structure thus declines. Therefore, reconstruction of worker village shall make sure 
to protect the original community system, encourage the residents of the community to organize in a volunteer way 
to encourage them to participate in community renovation and construction, thus to cultivate community sense of 
identity and enhance cohesion force.   
4.3. Attending to improving the life quality of the dwellers  
Sustainable development is human-centered development, which is dual harmony between the human and the 
Nature, between people and people. [38] Solving the issue of worker village development shall be human-oriented, 
cored with improving the living quality of the dwellers instead of housing construction. Solving the issue of the 
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employment and reemployment of the dwellers is the necessary path for the sustainable development of worker 
village. The construction of the worker village shall be connected with the reemployment project. Due to the bad 
conditions such as the low education, low ability and lacking of fund, it is impossible for people in the worker 
village to find a job. The government can assist the dwellers to obtain various new labor skills and labor posts 
through various forms, thus to increase dweller income; improve their living quality, solving the problem of the 
sustainable development of worker village from the root.  
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